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Mammals have a high metabolism that produces heat proportionally to the power 3/4 of their
mass at rest. Any excess of heat has to be dissipated in the surrounding environment to prevent
overheating. Most of that dissipation occurs through the skin, but the efficiency of that mechanism
decreases with the animal’s mass. The role of the other mechanisms for dissipating heat is then
raised, more particularly the one linked to the lung that forms a much larger surface area than
the skin. The dissipation occurring in the lung is however often neglected, even though there
exists no real knowledge of its dynamics, hidden by the complexity of the organ’s geometry and
of the physics of the exchanges. Here we show, based on an original and analytical model of the
exchanges in the lung, that all mammals, independently of their mass, dissipate through their
lung the same proportion of the heat they produced, about 6 − 7%. We found that the heat
dissipation in mammals’ lung is driven by a number, universal among mammals, that arises from
the dynamics of the temperature of the bronchial mucosa. We propose a scenario to explain how
evolution might have tuned the lung for heat exchanges. Furthermore, our analysis allows to define
the pulmonary heat and water diffusive capacities. We show in the human case that these capacities
follow closely the oxygen consumption. Our work lays the foundations for more detailed analysis of
the heat exchanges occurring in the lung. Future studies should focus on refining our understanding
of the universal number identified. In an ecological framework, our analysis paves the way to a
better understanding of the mammals’ strategies for thermoregulation and of the effect of warming
environments on mammals’ metabolism.

In mammals, including humans, feeling hot starts at
temperatures that are lower than that of their body, actu-
ally somewhere about ten degrees Celsius lower [1]. This
feeling is related to the way mammals’ metabolism deals
with energy. Respiration stores our energy by metabolis-
ing adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from the oxidation of
substrates [2]. Only about forty percents of the energy
freed by the oxidative processes are actually stored, and
the sixty percents left are released as heat [3]. When en-
ergy is needed, ATP is degraded, and, again, some of the
energy produced is released as heat, with about as much
as eighty percents for mammals’ muscles [4]. The result-
ing amount of heat can be excessive, and thermoregula-
tion has to eliminate the surplus [5] to prevent overheat-
ing, potentially deadly [6, 7]. Numerous specific evolu-
tionary strategies have actually emerged amongst mam-
mals to improve heat dissipation, either behavioral [8] or
morphological [9, 10], supporting the fact that heat dis-
sipation might be an active evolutionary drive, as sug-
gested by Heat Dissipation Limit theory [11, 12].

The main mechanism used by mammals to eliminate
the excessive heat from their body is based on exchanges
through their skin [1, 13]. This mechanism relies on the
temperature and water concentration differences between
their skin and the surrounding environment. This pro-
cess is however not equally efficient for all mammals [11],
as the proportion of heat dissipated relatively to the heat
produced decreases with the animal’s mass. Indeed, both
the amount of heat dissipated through the skin and the
amount of heat produced by the metabolism are follow-
ing allometric scaling laws [14], i.e. vary as a power laws

of the animal mass. But the dissipation through the skin
has an exponent of about 0.63 [11], smaller than the one
of heat production, which is in the range 0.69 − 0.76 at
rest metabolic rate [14–21], in the range 0.73 − 0.75 for
field metabolic rate [22–24] and about 0.87 at maximum
metabolic rate (V̇O2max) [25]. Hence, large mammals
might have less amplitude for increasing their metabolic
rates than small ones and have to rely on lower maximal
metabolic rates or on alternative strategies for dissipa-
tion [11]. The example of the elephant ears is emblem-
atic, as these large ears increase the surface area–volume
ratio of the animal and bring a net gain in heat dissipa-
tion [26].

However, all mammals do not have ears as large as
those of the elephants, but they all have an internal sur-
face in contact with the ambient air: the lung. The de-
crease of the relative capacity to dissipate heat of the
skin with the mammals’ mass raises the question on the
role of this other surface on the global dissipation strat-
egy of mammals. The structure of the lung offers by far
the largest exchange area of mammals with the outside
world. Typically, in human, the mean surface area of the
lung is about 75 m2 [3], while the surface of the skin is
about 2 m2 [27]. The role of the lung, and actually of
all the respiratory tract, is often neglected regarding the
heat exchanges since its contribution is considered negli-
gible [11]. However, the respiratory tract has been esti-
mated to dissipate up to 10% of the total heat produced
in human [1] with no decisive insight on how these 10%
distribute between the upper respiratory tract [28] and
the lung. Heat Dissipation Limit theory [11] indicates
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however that an increase of up to 10% in heat dissipation
might be a decisive evolutionary advantage, especially for
large animals. Also, mammals’ lung characteristics are
known to be finely adjusted to the animal’s mass, with
striking allometric scaling laws [15, 25]. Hence, the con-
tribution of mammals’ lung on heat dissipation is ought
to depend on the animal’s mass, potentially in the form of
allometric scaling laws. The derivation and comparison
of such laws with those of the metabolic rates could high-
light the place of the lung in the general heat dissipation
strategy of mammals. As complete data for allometric
laws is available only at basal metabolic rate, we will
focus our analyses on this regime using the framework
proposed by West et al. [15].

During inspiration, ambiant air is brought in con-
tact with the mucosa of the mammals’ respiratory tract,
which is usually warmer and wetter than the inhaled air.
Hence, during inspiration, heat should be extracted from
this tissue by direct exchanges with the air, i.e. conduc-
tive and convective transports, and by evaporation of the
water contained in the mucosa [29]. It was first thought
in the 1950s that the air was fully heated and humidi-
fied in the upper respiratory tract of human adults, i.e.
before even reaching the lung [30, 31]. This was refuted
in the 1980s by experiments conducted by McFadden et
al. [32]. They noticed that air temperatures in the prox-
imal bronchi were significantly below body temperature.
Such an observation suggests that heat is extracted from
the mucosa of the lung during inspiration, decreasing the
mucosa temperature and inducing a cooling of the expi-
ratory air [33]. However, the intricate interplay between
these transfers and the complex geometry of the lung is
still not understood as of today: how and how much heat
is really dissipated by the lung remain to be uncovered.
More generally, this raises the question about the role
and about the quantification of the lung as a heat and
water exchanger within the body, for humans and, more
generally, for mammals.

The analysis proposed in this paper is based on an
original, fully tractable and analytical mathematical
model of the physical processes of heat and water
exchanges in the lung. It is the result of a comprehen-
sive simplification of an advanced, but less tractable,
computational model that forms the most detailed
validated modelling work to date [34] and that re-
produces qualitatively well the reference experiments
from McFadden et al. [33]. Our analytical model is
validated by the strikingly fact that its predictions also
reproduces qualitatively well the same experiments, with
a degree of quality that is close to that of the advanced
computational model.

The Weibel ”A” model has already proven to be very
reliable to mimic the geometry of the mammals’ lung for
analyzing a wide range of lung-related processes [34–40].
It consists in a symmetric bifurcating tree with straight

circular cylinders mimicking the bronchi. The dimen-

sions of the cylinders decrease with a factor h =
(

1
2

) 1
3 '

0.79 at bifurcations [35, 36]. The set of bronchi with the
same dimensions is called a generation; generations are
numbered from 0 to N . The first generation (i = 0) cor-
responds to the trachea and the last generation (i = N)
corresponds to all the bronchi that are connected to the
alveolar regions (acini) [41]. The ith generation consists
of 2i bronchi with the same radius ri = hir0, with length
li = hil0, cross-sectional area Si = πr2

i and area of the
mucosa surface in contact with the air Wi = 2πrili. A
schematic view of the model geometry is presented in
Fig. 1(a). As shown in Table I, core quantitative charac-
teristics of the mammals’ lungs are described by empirical
or computed allometric scaling laws [15, 42].

The power exchanged between the bronchial mucosa
and the air within the bronchial lumen is assumed to be
strictly spent on water vaporization or condensation, and
on air heating or cooling, depending on the conditions,
as schematized on Fig. 1(b). Interestingly, the amount of
power exchanged for heating or cooling the air represents
a quasi constant fraction β ' 15% of the amount of power
exchanged to vaporize or condense water [43]. Hence, the
power exchanged between the mucosa and the air within
a bronchus is proportional to the flow of water exchanged
between the mucosa and the air in this bronchus, allowing
us to focus on the water exchanges only.

In a bronchus of generation i, the air flows with a ve-
locity vi > 0 at the inspiration and vi < 0 at the expira-
tion, and the conservation of air volume directly implies
viSi = 2vi+1Si+1. The inspired air carries a water con-
centration C in

i and the expired air carries a water con-
centration Cex

i . The powers exchanged in a bronchus of
generation i at inspiration and expiration respectively
express P in

i = (1 + β)LviSi(C in
i − C in

i−1) and Pex
i =

(1+β)LviSi(Cex
i−1−Cex

i ), with L the molar latent heat of
water vaporization. The total power exchanged is then
P = 1+β

2 Lv0S0

(
(C in

N − C in
0 ) + (Cex

0 − Cex
N )
)
. During the

whole respiratory cycle, we assume that the air in the
deepest region of the lung is fully heated and hydrated
i.e. C in

N = Cex
N = 1 [44]. The total power exchanged in

the lung can be rewritten P = 1+β
2 Lv0S0(Cex

0 −C in
0 ). C in

0

depends on the heating and on the hydration of the air
in the upper respiratory tract at inspiration, and thus
on mammal species and on their environment. Never-
theless, in order to derive a coherent response between
species, the same C in

0 will be applied for all mammals [43].
With this assumption, dimensionless water concentra-
tions can be used: C̃ in

i = (C in
i −C in

0 )/(Csat(Tb)−C in
0 ) and

C̃ex
i = (Cex

i −C in
0 )/(Csat(Tb)−C in

0 ), where Csat(Tb) is the
saturation concentration of water in air at the mammal’s
body temperature Tb [45].The corresponding normalized
total power exchanged in the lung is then

P̃ =
1 + β

2
Lv0S0C̃

ex
0 ∝M

3
4 C̃ex

0 (1)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. (a) The mammals’ bronchial tree (left) is modelled using Weibel ”A” model [35] (right). (b) The power exchange is
studied in axisymmetric idealized bronchi; it is mainly driven by the dynamics of water in the bronchi. Water is transported
through the tree and in the bronchi by advection with air and diffusion. While transported, water condensates on or evaporates
from the bronchi mucosa. (c) An example of the resulting air temperature predicted by our analytical model in the case of the
human at rest. These predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data from McFadden et al. [32] and are very
close to those from the computational model from Karamaoun et al. [34].

During ventilation, the stationary balance of the
amount of water in a bronchus at generation i is equal to
the difference between the water convected by the airflow
entering and leaving the bronchus, to which is added the
water exchanged by phase change with the mucosa, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1(b). The exchange with the mucosa is
driven by the difference between the water concentrations
at the air–mucosa interface (C̃µi ) and the water concen-
tration in the lumen, approximated by its mean value C̃i.
At equilibrium, C̃µi equals the saturation concentration
of water C̃sat(Ti) at the mucosa temperature Ti. Mathe-
matically,

viSiC̃i−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
inflow (if vi > 0)

+ uiWi(C̃
µ
i − C̃i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

exchange with mucosa

= viSiC̃i︸ ︷︷ ︸
outflow (if vi > 0)

.

(2)

The quantity ui =
√

D|vi|
li

is here the diffusion velocity of

water in the bronchus during a transit time of air ta,i =

li/|vi| = 2h3l0/|v0|. Since h =
(

1
2

) 1
3 , ta,i and ui do not

depend on the generation and the index i can be dropped.
Equation (2) can be reformulated during inspiration into
C̃ in
i = C̃ in

i−1 + Γi(C̃
µ
i − C̃ in

i ) and during expiration into

C̃ex
i = C̃ex

i−1 − Γi(C̃
µ
i − C̃ex

i ). The quantity Γi = 2 uri
li
|vi|

measures the strength of water transport in the air from
the air–mucosa interface to the lumen of the generation
i [46]. An allometric scaling analysis reveals (see Table I)

that Γi ' 0.83 2
i
3 M−

1
4 [15, 42]. These transfer coeffi-

cients are smaller for large mammals because of geomet-
rical effects only since their mass-dependence is driven
by the bronchial aspect ratio ri/li ∝ M

1
4 that increases

with the animal’s mass.

First, we will focus on a simpler inspiratory context
by assuming that the air is at the body temperature
at the air–mucosa interface, i.e. C̃µi = 1. Under this
assumption, the power exchanged in the generation i
at inspiration, p̃i = 2iP̃ in

i follows a recurrence relation

p̃i = 2h2

(1+(2h2)iΓ0)
p̃i−1. Thus, the behavior of the local dis-

sipated power p̃i along the tree generations results from
a trade-off between the increase of the cumulated surface
area of the bronchial sections along the generations (with
the factor 2h2) and the decrease of the water concen-
tration difference between the air–mucosa interface and
the bronchus (with the factor 1/(1 + (2h2)i Γ0)). When
Γ0 is smaller than 1 − h ' 0.21, p̃i first increases along
the bronchial tree up to a maximum value from where it
starts to decrease. The maximum is reached at a gen-

eration iM =
[
1 + log(Γ0/(1−h))

log(h)

]
[50]. When Γ0 is larger

than 1 − h, the maximum is reached at the trachea and
p̃i decreases monotonically along the bronchial tree. The
transition occurs in the physiological range of mammals’
masses: the heat dissipation in small mammals is indeed
maximal at the trachea, while for larger ones, it is max-
imal deeper in the bronchial tree, with the rule of the
heavier, the deeper, as shown in Fig. 2 [51].

The simplified approach that assumes an isothermal
mucosa leads to a behavior, highlighted in the previ-
ous analysis, which still holds with the non isothermal
case. The analytical expression for iM in the frame of a
non isothermal mucosa shows a shift toward the deeper
bronchi relatively to the isothermal case, as shown by the
next steps of our study and by [52]. However, both mod-
els predict exactly the same slope for iM as a function of

log(M): 3
4

log(M)
log(2) . The isothermal mucosa simplification

highlights the complex competition between physics and
geometry, but does not reproduce the drop in tempera-
ture of the expired air observed by McFadden et al. [33].

We will now relax the assumption of an isothermal mu-
cosa and consider the mean temperature Ti of the mucosa
of a bronchus in the generation i. As for water concen-
tration, a dimensionless temperature for the mucosa T̃i is
defined relatively to the tracheal temperature of air at in-
spiration T in

0 : T̃i = (Ti−T in
0 )/(Tb−T in

0 ). At inspiration,
energy is lost from the bronchial mucosa by direct heat
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Physiology Allometry (rest) Units References

h size reduction of bronchi at bifurcation (1/2)
1
3 ' 0.79 M0 – [35, 36]

r0 tracheal radius 2.03× 10−3 M
3
8 m [15]

l0 tracheal length 2.07× 10−2 M
1
4 m [15, 47]

v0 tracheal mean air velocity (inspiration) 0.80 M0 m.s−1 [15]

ta characteristic time of air transit in a bronchus 2.61× 10−2 M
1
4 s [15]

tin characteristic time of inspiration/expiration 0.69 M
1
4 s [15]

tb equivalent transit time of blood in the tissue 8.49 M
1
4

a s [15, 34, 49]

Thermodynamics Units
L molar latent heat of water vaporisation 43.49 kJ.mol−1 –
D diffusion coefficient of water vapor into air 2.705× 10−5 m2.s−1 –
αl thermal diffusivity of liquid water (∼ tissue) 1.51× 10−7 m2.s−1 –
ρl density of liquid water 993 kg.m−3 –
ρb density of blood 1060 kg.m−3 –

cp,l ≈ cp,b heat capacities of liquid water and blood 4178 J.kg−1.K−1 –
δc characteristic thickness of mucosa affected by heat exchanges b √

αltin m [34]
a This quantity is a characteristic time of blood transport in a tissue and is the ratio between a blood flow and a volume of tissue. In

general, flows are proportional to M
3
4 and volumes to M1 [15, 48], so we assume that this transit time follows an allometric scaling

law in M
1
4 . The allometric law is then determined from that of human [49].

b The quantity δc =
√
αltin is the characteristic diffusive exploration length of heat in the mucosa on the time scale of lung’s ventilation

tin.

Table I. Model’s parameters and allometric scaling laws [15]. The thermodynamics quantities are given at 37◦C.

exchanges and water phase change in the lumen, while
it is also reheated in parallel by the blood flowing in the
connective tissue [3]. Thus, the deviation of the mucosa
temperature from the body temperature depends on the
relative strength of these two phenomena, and formulates
using an energy balance equation [34] [53],

dT̃i

dt̃
= Ξ(1− T̃i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

heating from
blood flow

in the mucosa

− Ψ
(
C̃µi − C̃i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cooling/heating from
direct heat exchanges

and phase change
in the lumen

(3)

where Ξ = βΞ
tin
tb

and Ψ = βψ

√
tin
ta

are two dimension-

less numbers. The number Ξ characterizes the strength of
the mucosa reheating by the renewal of the blood flowing
in the connective tissue. It is proportional to the ratio of
two physiological characteristic times: the characteristic
time of inspiration tin and the transit time of blood in a
volume equivalent to the whole volume of the bronchial
mucosa tb. The dimensionless coefficient βΞ ' 1.07 [54]
is the ratio of the volumetric heat capacities of the blood
and water that balances tin and tb accordingly. The num-
ber Ξ is intrinsically independent of the generation within
the bronchial tree. The same is true for the number Ψ
since ta was shown to be independent of i. This number
characterizes the strength of the cooling of the mucosa
by heat and water exchanges from the mucosa interface
to the lumen where air flows. It also depends on the ratio
of two physiological characteristic times: the character-

istic time of inspiration tin and the characteristic time
of air transit in a bronchus tc. The dimensionless coeffi-
cient βΨ ' 0.025 balances tin and tc accordingly to the
diffusive properties of heat and the diffusive and evapo-
rative properties of water in air and mucosa [55]. The
allometric scaling laws of the physiological characteris-
tics involved in the expressions Ξ and Ψ (see Table I)
show that neither these two numbers depend on mam-
mals’ mass with Ξ ' 0.087 and Ψ ' 0.15. Hence, the
thermophysical response of the bronchial mucosa to tem-
perature and water concentration variations is identical
all along the bronchial tree of a single species, as well as
for all the Mammalia class.

Estimates of Ξ and Ψ indicate that both the dynam-
ics of heat supply by the blood flow within the mucosa
and heat transfer with the air flow in the lumen are of
similar order of magnitude, but still relatively small in
front of 1. Thus, the mucosa temperature varies rela-
tively slowly over a ventilatory cycle. The water concen-
tration C̃µi at the air–mucosa interface is driven by the
mucosa temperature and can be considered independent

on time and approximated with C̃µi '
2+ ΥΨ

Ξ (C̃in
i +C̃ex

i )

2+2 ΥΨ
Ξ

[56].

A third dimensionless number emerges Υ ' 0.80 [57],
which depends on constants related to water thermody-
namics at Tb and inhaled air properties, but Υ does not
depend on the animal’s mass either. Interestingly, the
three dimensionless numbers that appear in the expres-
sion of C̃µi are grouped into a global dimensionless num-
ber G = ΥΨ

Ξ = βG
tb√
tinta

' 1.35. G is fully independent

of the inhaled air properties, of the body temperature
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The distribution of the local dissipated power
at rest along the generations of mammals’ lungs is complex
and the location of the maximal dissipation in the bronchial
tree depends on the species. (b) The location of the maxi-
mum of the local dissipated power along the bronchial tree is

proportional to 3
4

log(M)
log(2)

.

and of the mammals’ mass. The dimensionless coeffi-
cient βG ' 0.019 is only composed of thermodynamical
constants [58].

The concentrations of water throughout the lung with
a non isothermal mucosa have a striking analytical ex-
pression [59]. The expiratory water concentration in the
trachea is a function of G only and does not depend ex-
plicitly on the local exchanges described by Γi,

C̃ex
0 =

2

G

(√
1 + G − 1

)
' 0.81

From water concentrations, temperatures can be derived,
see [43]. Fig. 1(c) shows the predictions from our model
of temperatures variation along the bronchial tree for hu-
man at rest. Even though the model of the geometry
of the bronchial tree is not adjusted specifically to the
subjects of the experiments of McFadden et al., the tem-
peratures by our analytical model are in good qualitative
agreement with their observations [33], see Fig. 1(c). Our
model reproduces also very well the predictions of the ad-

vanced computational model from Karamaoun et al. [34].

From Eq. (1), the law describing the total normalized
dissipated heat in the lung at rest as a function of the
mammals’ mass can finally be derived,

P̃ =
1 + β

G

(√
1 + G − 1

)
Lv0S0 ' 0.21 M

3
4

The lung’s heat exchange capacity is increased for small
values of G and is maximal for G = 0, when blood flow
transfers a sufficient heat flow to maintain the mucosa
at body temperature. Then, no energy is recovered dur-
ing expiration, C̃ex

0 = 1 and the maximal power (1 +
β)Lv0S0/2 is dissipated. But in the physiological case G
is strictly positive and the maximal power is weighted by
the mass-independent ratio C̃ex

0 = 2
G
(√

1 + G − 1
)
< 1,

that reflects the complex interactions between the physics
and the lung’s geometry. For large values of G, the mu-
cosa temperature drops closer to the inhaled air tem-
perature and more energy is recovered during expiration.
Consequently, the power dissipated in the lung decreases.
In the limit case of G → ∞, no power is dissipated at all
(C̃ex

0 → 0). Strikingly, mammals share the same univer-
sal value for G at rest, estimated to be about 1.35. This
suggests that under the same environmental conditions,
their lungs should behave identically in term of heat and
water exchanges, whatever the mammal’s mass.

The allometric scaling in M
3
4 of the power P̃ is surpris-

ing considering that the dissipated heat patterns along
the lung’s generations can be fundamentally different be-
tween mammals, as shown on Fig. 2(a). The explanation
holds on two underlying processes. First, the inspired air
is quasi fully heated and hydrated when it reaches the
deepest parts of the lung [44], so the way the exchanges
are occurring on its path does not influence the total
power exchanged during inspiration, P̃ in = 1+β

2 Lv0S0.
Secondly, in each bronchus the expiratory air flow in con-
tact with a colder mucosa releases a power that is propor-
tional to the power dissipated during inspiration in the
same place. But the ratio between the powers dissipated
at expiration and inspiration in a bronchus is indepen-
dent on both the generation index and the mammal’s
mass: |P̃ex

i /P̃ in
i | = 1 + 2

G
(
1−
√

1 + G
)
' 19%. The total

power at expiration P̃ex is a fraction of the total power
at inspiration P̃ in, hence it is also quasi independent on
the Γi [52].

Our results confirm not only the hypothesis of McFad-
den about the role, in human, of the mucosa temperature
on the temperature of the tracheal expired air [33], but
also allow to quantify for the first time, with the
universal number G, the respective role of the physical
phenomena involved in heat exchanges, for any mammal.

Heat dissipation strategy. As heat production in
the mammals’ body is generally assumed to be propor-
tional to M

3
4 [60], the ratio between the heat dissipation
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Figure 3. Even though the distribution of the dissipated
power in the lung is complex and depends on the mammal
species, the total dissipated power by the lung at rest follows
an allometric scaling law with an exponent 3

4
, like the basal

metabolic rate. Hence, whatever its size, a mammal dissi-
pates with its lung the same proportion of the heat that it
produces, about 6.6%. Actually, the total dissipated power
only depends on the universal dimensionless number G, esti-
mated to be ' 1.35 at rest.

and the heat production does not depend on the mam-
mals’ mass. Hence, all mammals dissipate the same pro-
portion of heat under similar environmental conditions,
as shown on Fig. 3. We estimated that

P = 0.25 M
3
4 W

over seven orders of magnitude in mammals’ mass. It
predicts that mammal’s lungs are able to dissipate pow-
ers from 0.025 W for a mouse (M = 0.05 kg), to 147
W for an elephant (M = 5000 kg), through 5.98 W for
a human (M = 70 kg). Our model estimates that, in
typical environmental conditions [61], the lung dissipates
about 6.6% of the total heat produced by the mammals’
body at rest, while fulfilling its primary function, a num-
ber of the same order of magnitude than the 10% ref-
erenced in the literature [1]. As dissipation through the
skin is relatively less efficient in large mammals, the pro-
portion of the heat dissipated by the lung versus that
dissipated by the skin increases with the animals’ mass
with M0.75/M0.63 = M0.12. Hence, the relative role of
the lung in the strategy of mammals for heat dissipation
is more important for large mammals.

The evolutive forces that scale the mammals’ lung for
respiration [62] also scale the lung for heat dissipation.
This result is not straightforward. Actually, even
though respiratory and heat dissipation functions rely
on transport and exchange phenomena, heat dissipation
mainly occurs by water exchanges through the proxi-
mal bronchi walls, while oxygen and carbone dioxide
exchanges occur in the distal regions of the lung where
virtually no heat is exchanged. The evaporative cooling
effect resulting in a mucosa temperature below body

temperature is a key factor to understand the mammals’
lung water exchanges and heat dissipation. At the
individual level, mechanisms for blood flow regulation
can affect the heat exchanges. Well known examples
are the vasoconstriction of the pulmonary vessels or
smooth muscles responses to cold environment [63];
both are suspected to be at the origin of some forms
of asthma when dysfunctioning [64]. At the species
level, a trade-off between heat and water losses might
well have been selected by evolution [65]. For example
in human, our model predicts that the 6.6% of heat
dissipated through the lung correspond to a daily loss of
about 180 ml of water, in full agreement with the usual
estimations [66]. From the analysis of the number G,
our model highlights the manner with which morpho-
logical parameters affect the heat dissipation. The two
characteristic times tin and ta are strongly related with
the respiratory function of the lung. To the contrary,
equivalent blood transit time in the connective tissue tb
is a good candidate as an independent parameter that
evolution might have acted on to respond to a potential
trade-off between heat and water losses. Indeed, our
work shows that heat dissipation through the lung
has not been counter-selected. Furthermore, it might
even have played a role in the evolution of the high
metabolism of mammals [11, 67]. This is all the more
true for large mammals, as heat dissipation through
their skin has a lower relative efficiency than small
mammals [11].

Pulmonary diffusivities. A mammal with body
temperature Tb and with an inspiratory water concen-
tration in the trachea C in

0 dissipates the absolute power
P = P̃ ×

(
Csat(Tb)− C in

0

)
. The quantity (Csat(Tb)−C in

0 )
represents the environmental conditions felt by the ani-
mal’s lung, in the form of a water concentration difference
in air between the trachea at inspiration (C in

0 ) and the
distal lung, where the air is assumed to be saturated in
water (Csat(Tb)). The phenomenon of water exchanges
can actually be reformulated at the whole organ level

as an equivalent Fick’s law, jH2O = −D
(
Csat(Tb)−Cin

0

l

)
where jH2O is the molar flux of water getting out of the
lung and l is the characteristic length between the trachea
and the distal lung [68], l = l0/(1 − h) ∝ M1/4 [69, 70].
The quantity D = v0l

G
(√

1 + G − 1
)
∝ M1/4 can be

considered as an equivalent diffusion coefficient of wa-
ter along the bronchial tree [71]. This equivalent Fick’s
law allows to define the water pulmonary diffusing ca-
pacity DLH2O and the heat pulmonary diffusing capac-
ity DLP . These quantities are defined in the same way
than the pulmonary diffusing capacity DLO2 that is re-
lated to oxygen transport [3, 72, 73]. The water pul-
monary diffusing capacity relates the flow of water leav-
ing the lung with the difference in water partial pres-
sures in air between the trachea and the alveoli [74],
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V̇H2O = DLH2O

(
psat(Tb)− pin

0

)
. The water pulmonary

diffusing capacity can be written as

DLH2O = βDH2O
V̇E
G
(√

1 + G − 1
)

' 0.82

G

(√
1 + G − 1

)
M

3
4 ml/(min.mmHg) (4)

with V̇E the minute ventilation [75] and βDH2O =
1.32 10−3 mmHg−1 a conversion constant [76]. DLH2O

does depend on V̇E , at the contrary of DLO2 . In ad-

dition, DLH2O ∝ M
3
4 whereas DLO2

∝ M1 [15, 73].
These different scalings highlight thatDLH2O is driven by
the scaling of the air flow, while DLO2 is driven by the
space-filling properties of the respiratory gaz exchange
surface [73]. As a consequence, DLH2O/M scales with

M−
1
4 indicating that large mammals at rest tend to lose

less water through their lungs, relatively to their mass,
than small mammals.

Then, the dissipated power P can be related to wa-
ter pressures difference through the definition of a heat
pulmonary diffusing capacity DLP , allowing to write
P = DLP

(
psat(Tb)− pin

0

)
, where the expression of the

heat pulmonary diffusing capacity is

DLP = LβDP(1 + β) V̇EG
(√

1 + G − 1
)

' 1.69 M
3
4 J/(min.mmHg) (5)

with βDP = 5.15 10−2 mol/(ml.mmHg) [77]. Both
pulmonary diffusive capacities might prove to be inter-
esting tools to analyse and compare inter- or intraspecific
behaviors either in the biological or in the medical frame.

Exercise in humans. The previous results should be
reenforced at metabolic regimes higher than rest, typi-
cally at field metabolic rate and at maximal metabolic
rate [23, 25]. However, gaps in the literature in term of
allometric properties at these regimes prevent from a full
extension of our allometric analysis to both field and ex-
ercise metabolic rates. Also, our model is probably less
accurate at exercise, because more complex flow patterns
could affect exchanges at the air–mucosa interface in the
proximal bronchi. Nevertheless, an analysis at exercise in
human could bring some interesting preliminar insights
in an intraspecific framework. The response at maximal
metabolic rate goes with an increase of the number G,
indicating that DLP/V̇E ∝ 1

G (
√

1 + G − 1) is decreasing.
Hence, the response in term of power diffusing capacity
is a trade-off between the decrease of 1

G (
√

1 + G − 1) and

the increase of the ventilation V̇E . We estimated this
trade-off in human using data from [75]. For exercis-
ing humans, DLP is increasing with the exercise inten-
sity. Moreover, the ratio DLP/V̇O2 varies only slightly,
as shown on Fig. 4. Hence, the increase of the heat pul-
monary diffusing capacity almost fits the increase in term
of energy needs in humans, which itself is related to the

body heat production, but probably not in a linear way.
At maximal exercise, G is increased by a factor 3.64 hence
decreasing 1

G (
√

1 + G − 1) from 40% to 30%. However,
the ventilation increases by a factor larger than 14, in-
ducing a global increase of DLP of about 10, which is the
proportion of increase of V̇O2 from rest to maximal exer-
cise [75]. This indicates that the heat pulmonary diffu-
sive capacity DLP in human might adjust to the working
load of the body, thus always keeping pace with the heat
production.

Figure 4. Ratio between the heat pulmonary diffusive ca-
pacity DLP and V̇O2max in human at different levels of ex-
ercise [75]. The ratio varies only slightly with the exercise
intensity, indicating that both quantities are evolving at a
similar pace: the proportion of heat dissipated by the lung is
predicted to be almost the same whatever the regime.

Our study derives, for the first time, with an analyti-
cal, highly tractable and validated model, how a universal
number G drives the heat and water exchanges amongst
mammals. The model for the temperature of the mucosa
reflected by equation (3) allows to get a first theoretical
estimation of G and paves the way to the understanding
of the alternative strategies used by mammals to dissi-
pate their excess of heat, depending on their size. Our
study supports the idea that the lower mucosa temper-
ature in the proximal bronchi could well not be solely a
side effect of respiration, but instead a selected feature of
the respiratory system. This looks especially crucial for
large mammals, whose lungs plays a relatively more im-
portant role in their heat dissipation strategy than small
mammals. As shown by our analysis for exercising hu-
man, the heat and water pulmonary diffusing capacities
that we introduced in this work might constitute power-
ful tools in the study of inter- and intraspecific properties
of the healthy or pathologic lung as a heat and water ex-
changer. Improving our understanding of how mammals,
and more generally endotherms, are able to dissipate heat
might bring important insights on mammals’ thermoreg-
ulation and on the effect of warming environments. Fu-
ture works should account for more detailed representa-
tion of the air flow patterns in the bronchi and of the
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temperature distribution inside the bronchi mucosa.
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cp,lWi

√
αltin

dTi
dt

=

Wi

√
αltin

cp,bQb
Vc

(Tb − Ti)

− (1 + β)LWik(C̃µi − C̃i) (6)

The quantity Wi

√
αltin represents the characteristic vol-

ume of the mucosa ring around the bronchus affected by
the exchanges with the air in the lumen. The thickness
of the ring is assumed small relatively to the radius of
the bronchus, typically about 0.5 mm in human. Hence,
the region where the tissue temperature is affected stands
within the bronchi walls [79]. The first term of the right
handside corresponds to the heating of the mucosa from
the blood flow, while the second term corresponds to the
cooling or heating of the mucosa by heat exchanges at the
air–mucosa interface and by water phase change at the
same interface. Qb is the blood flow rate in the bronchial
circulation, Vc the volume of the connective tissue around
the bronchi in the lung. Equivalent transit time of blood
is then tb = Vc/Qb. The quantity k is a mass transfer
coefficient between the air–mucosa interface and the core
of the lumen. According to the classical boundary layer
theory, k is expressed as k = D/

√
Dta, with ta the transit

time of air in the bronchus, independent of i. The quan-
tity δc =

√
αltin is the characteristic depth explored by

the heat diffusion in the mucosa during the inspiration
time tin. This equation is then normalised in time with
t̃ = t/tin.

[54] βΞ =
ρbcp,b
ρlcp,l

.

[55] βΨ = (1 + β)Ko Le−
1
2 ' 0.025 is composed of two

dimensionless numbers: the Kossovitch number Ko =
L(Csat(Tb)−Cin

0 )

ρlcp,l(Tb−T in
0 )
' 1.62 × 10−3 which compares for a wet

medium the energy required for the phase change to the
one required for its heating or cooling, and the Lewis
number Le = αl/D ' 5.58×10−3 that compares the heat
diffusion in the mucosa with the vapor diffusion in the lu-
men. Its estimated value is computed for Tb = 38◦C.
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dT
(Tb)× (Ti(t)−Tb) or,

in dimensionless form, C̃µi (t̃) = 1 − Υ(1 − T̃i(t̃)), with

Υ = dCsat
dT

(Tb)
Tb−TT

Csat(Tb)−Cin
0

. Formulated for inspiration

(exponent in) and expiration (exponent ex), the equation
(3) can be integrated on dimensionless time in [0, 1],

T̃ ex
i (1)− T̃ ex

i (0) =

Ξ/Υ (1− C̃µi,ex)−Ψ(C̃µi,ex − C̃
ex
i )

T̃ in
i (1)− T̃ in

i (0) =

Ξ/Υ (1− C̃µi,in)−Ψ(C̃µi,in − C̃
in
i )

(7)

with the quantities on the right hand side being the mean
values over the dimensionless time in [0, 1]. Accounting
for the slow time-variation of the mucosa temperature
due to the fact that Ξ and Ψ are small, the mean tempera-
tures can be approximated with T̃ ex

i ' 1
2
(T̃ ex(1)+T̃ ex(0))
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and T̃ in
i ' 1

2
(T̃ in(1) + T̃ in(0)) (trapezoidal approxima-

tion). As end inspiration phase is the beginning of ex-

piration phase and vice-versa, T̃ in
i (1) = T̃ ex

i (0) and

T̃ ex
i (1) = T̃ in

i (0). Hence, C̃µi,ex− C̃
µ
i,in = Υ(T̃ ex

i − T̃ in
i ) ' 0

(at the order of the trapezoidal integration), and C̃µi,ex '
C̃µi,in ' C̃

µ
i . This last equality allows to extract from the

integrated equations (7) the approximation proposed for

C̃µi = (2 + ΥΨ
Ξ

(C̃ in
i + C̃ex

i ))/(2 + 2 ΥΨ
Ξ

).
This analysis validates the use of mean values for water
concentrations for inspiration and expiration, most par-
ticularly in equation (2).

[57] Υ = dCsat
dT

∣∣
Tb

Tb−T in
0

Csat(Tb)−Cin
0

, its estimated value is com-

puted for Tb = 38◦C.

[58] G = ΥΨ
Ξ

= βG
tb√
tatin

with βG = L
ρbcp,b

dCsat
dT

∣∣
Tb

Le−
1
2 .

The quantity dCsat
dT

∣∣
Tb

varies very little with Tb, hence it

can be considered almost constant on the range of body
temperature of mammals.

[59] First, we eliminate Cµi and reformulate the equa-
tions in matrix form: (Id + ΓiA)ci + Γib = ci−1,

with ci =

(
C̃ in
i

C̃ex
i

)
, b = 1

1+G

(
−1
1

)
, A =

1
2(1+G)

(
2 + G −G
G −(2 + G)

)
and Id =

(
1 0
0 1

)
. The an-

alytical solution is computed thanks to two observations:

1/ the quantity
ci−1−ci

Γi
−Aci = b is independent on i; 2/

the quantity di =
ci−1−ci

Γi
is actually an eigenvector of A.

Several algebraic manipulations and the assumption that
C̃ in

0 = 0 and C̃ex
N = 1 (possibly with N = +∞), allows

to reach an analytical expression for the dimensionless
concentrations,

C̃ in
i =

∑i
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